WHY IS U-SCHOOL AN OUTSTANDING PROGRAM?

U-School is a program dedicated to helping students gain interest in post-secondary educational institutions to better their education and obtain a better profession and increase the quality of the standard of living. U-school is a phenomenally entertaining program used to educate children in the specific courses available in the University of Alberta through many activities. U-School also allows students to learn what it is like on campus so that they get a feeling of being a student in the campus. And there are many special people whom make the program happen, from the volunteers to the workers. U-school happens to an individual once in a lifetime, so this is an opportunity you don't want to miss.

Having many points doesn't make a program good, though these points are very well done. There are many fine activities, this is a short list of the activities we did in alphabetical order: archeology, campus tour, dentistry, fair trade, heat energy, math games, photography, physical education, realization, timms center tour and tree aging. The campus is also extremely large and expansive, being larger than West Edmonton Mall and having an incredible amount of buildings capable of holding hundreds, or even thousands of students. We also can't forget the many presenters, administrators and volunteers, whom spent much of their time to make this program happen and run smoothly, all of which deserve a big reward for the good they did. These, and many more, are the reasons that U-school is a program to join at the first opportunity.

So the conclusion of my essay approaches, much time went into this essay, but here is the part where I reiterate the topics of interest. The activities make many others look sub-par, and have enjoyability at virtually all levels. The campus on which the program is hosted is an excellent and magnificent grounds, diverse
and constantly being renovated. The people there are superb and deserve many thanks for their hard work and sacrificed time. And this is the end, many things didn't make it into the final draft, and there was much time spent into this essay.